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Site Review Notes 
 

Title: Wonders of the Jellyfish 
Hey Grace!  
Absolutely AMAZING progress on the website. I honestly don’t know how you did the 

animations, it all looks fantastic. And the floating jellyfish and colors are very engaging. A few 
notes: 

1. General Responsiveness: At the moment I think the images and the animated jellyfish 
are sizing down perfectly, however all of the text begins overlapping when adjusting the 
size down. The subtitles (for example: “4-8 Polyp grows”  on Day in the Life page) 
especially are displacing a great deal when sizing down the site size. Just a note to try to 
assemble the paragraphs and titles with more responsiveness so that they are not 
completely overlapping, sometimes overlapping with the images too even when it’s web 
size.  

2. Testing Navigation: Everything looks great in terms of navigating around. A note to just 
make sure all the titles are traditionally titled (Make “A DAY IN THE LIFE” into “A Day in 
the Life”). In A Day in the Life section, perhaps size up the “Life cycle” section titles so 
that they’re a few sizes bigger than the body text just to distinguish it. For the Basic 
Anatomy page, consider swapping the blue jellyfish animation with the static anatomy 
of the jellyfish image.  

3. Site Colors: Sorry for so many alterations haha. Maybe consider making the main colors 
more warm. 

4. If you could, please add a bar at the bottom of every page saying the following: 
“Copyright 2020” 

“All sources from Wikipedia and Brittanica” (if you used that haha) 
And then link the wikipedia and brittanica pages to the appropriate source sites.  

5. Just a brief note to delete the references within text (the things that look like [17] that’s 
from Wikipedia) because that’s confusing in terms of readership haha.  

 

 
Feel free to reach out to me over Slack or email! We’re in the home stretch now. Keep up the 
amazing work Grace :)  


